
Driving license Non EU 

When does the 185 days exchange period 

start? Are you providing any document upon exchange?

Woluwe Saint Pierre

1st visit at the city hall/ declaration of 

arrival

They  provide a copy of the front & back of the driving license  on 

which they add a sticker referring to the circular of the exchange of 

Non EU driving license. Also a stamp of the city hall would be added

Uccle

1st visit at the city hall/ declaration of 

arrival They provide a delivery confirmation note

Watermael Bosvoorde

1st visit at the city hall/ declaration of 

arrival They don't provide any document as it has no legal value

Schaarbeek

1st visit at the city hall/ declaration of 

arrival

They provide a copy of the driving license with a stamp mentioning this 

document is not valid for driving. 



Are you sending the driving license to the local police or to the federal government? Do you need a translation of the driving license? 

The local police is  verifying the NON-EU driving licenses

We only ask for a translation done by an official translator for 

languages we don't understand. 

The city hall sends it to the local police, who is sending to the federal police

We only ask for a translation done by an official translator for 

languages we don't understand. Japanese, Chinese…

The city hall sends it directly to the federal police, no local police is involved

We have the right to ask an official translation for any driving license, 

but only ask for the languages we don't understand

The city hall sends it directly to the federal police,  once a week. Usually, they receive it back 

within 2 weeks.Upon approval, they immediately apply for a Belgian driving license and 1 week 

later they have the license. In total: 4 weeks

We only ask for a translation by a sworn translator when the driving 

license is in an alphabet different from ours (Arabic, Russian, etc.). 

Exception: for the driving licenses of South Korea, Japan and Egypt, 

the translation is done by the embassy. 



Which driving licenses can be exchanged within the shortest delay?

What is the usual delay for the 

exchange? 

Japanese: A translation needs to be done by the Japanese embassy. 

This translation is at the same time an authentification. The police 

does not need to verify the Japanese license. South Korea:   An 

attestation of authenticity need to  be provided by the embassy of 

South Korea. This attestation is at the same time an official 

translation. The police does not need to verify the driving license.

A typical delay to exchange the 

license would be 2 weeks. Because of 

Covid it might require some extra 

days.

Japanese & South Korean driving licenses are send directly to FOD 

mobiliteit & vervoer, joined by the attestation of authenticity.  Once 

they approve, a Belgian license can be provided. No answer

Japanese & South Korean driving licenses are send directly to FOD 

mobiliteit & vervoer, joined by the attestation of authenticity.  Once 

they approve, a Belgian license can be provided. 1-3 months

Japanese: A translation need to be done by the Japanese embassy. 

This translation is at the same time an authentification. The police 

does not need to verify the Japanese license. South Korea:   An 

attestation of authenticity need to  be provided by the embassy of 

South Korea. This attestation is at the same time an official 

translation. The police does not need to verify the driving license and 

the Belgian license can be asked immediately by the city hall 1 month


